Using machinery intelligence to
inform decision making is at
the heart of the modern
maintenance management
"I believe that we unknowingly
become slaves to work
schedules because it's the way
we've always done it. The
prospect of change feels
uncomfortable, yet we all
benefit when we embrace
change and seek to do things
tomorrow in a better way than we do today."

Who we are
Danny Shorten is a certified Asset Management (IAM)
and Condition Based Maintenance specialist
(Category III LA).
Over 30 years
experience of
maintenance
optimisation and
condition monitoring
in marine, oﬀshore
and land-based
industrial,
manufacturing and
process industries.
Our focus is on
improving business performance by delivering
increased maintenance management eﬃciency.

What we do worldwide
Policy and Strategy Development
Initial review
Maintenance Maturity Assessment
Maintenance Policy Revision
Strategy Optimisation

Asset Healthcare

Change management planning
Stakeholder Provisions
Classification Society alignment
Insurer support
OEM
Training and Implementation
Reliability Centred Maintenance
Condition Based Maintenance
Risk Analysis
Condition Monitoring “Needs Analysis”, in respect of
Vibration(VA), LubeOil(LA), Thermography(TA),
Ultrasonics(UA), Process, Performance and
Environmental Monitoring(PPE) techniques.
Standards Development
Hardware and Software Selection
Test Kits
Data Collectors
Sampling Devices
Inline, online and remote diagnostics
Maintenance management planning
Often during implementation of optimising change,
choosing the right tools can be diﬃcult due to the
diversity of solutions on oﬀer. This is a critical and
potentially diﬃcult moment in the implementation
phase, one which Optimain can facilitate with ease.
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At the core of every successful maintenance
management process is a well defined strategy

Build Knowledge

Future Opportunities

Companies are required to manage risks often under
a regulatory framework. Risks of machinery failure
need not be managed simply by performing
unnecessary maintenance.

Big Data

Internet of Things

Big data solutions oﬀer great
opportunities and also contain
an element of risk!

Aﬀordable remote access to your
assets is a todays technology.

Maintenance strategy must be developed from the
headline needs of the business and will be unique in
every case. Whilst there are generic routes to
building a functioning maintenance strategy, no two
companies will be the same.

It is not simply the gathering of
large amounts of asset health
related data, but the way in
which diagnostic and
prognostic tools are deployed,
that will bring enhanced
decision support for optimal
performance

At Optimain we work to guide you through the wide
range of issues, unique to your organisation, by
identifying core elements which require modification
to allow the optimum strategy to be created.

All new machinery is being
quipped with connectivity built in
as standard. This can be used
toto inform maintenance decision
making, if you are in control.
For minimum through life cost it
is important to identify the right
strategy to join up your own
data.

Asset Health Care
Maintenance Maturity

Machinery operation can be at risk of failure from
conditions that are indications of deterioration as well
as direct condition faults. Using information that can
be lifted from your assets will be a key element of the
overall maintenance strategy. However, not all assets
will benefit from greater surveillance in fact the most
cost eﬀective asset care approach in some cases
may be to run to failure.
In the end it is the business objectives that drive the
mix of what we do to ensure that we work safely,
remain compliant and that we can deliver stakeholder
value. It is no longer acceptable to simply follow the
manufacturers handbook advice, we
provide the expertise to optimise.

CORE FUNCTIONAL
ELEMENTS

WELL DEFINED STRATEGY

Assessing maturity will help develop an understanding of
your company’s organisational capability and maturity
against the various areas within the asset health
landscape. This simple process is excellent at highlighting
those areas which are ripe for development, reducing the
scale of work and also focusing all stakeholders when
discussing areas of the business that can benefit from
review and enhancement.
Once the conclusions have been drawn the focus moves
to implementation, training and change-management, set
out in a time frame and commercial framework which is in
line with your specific needs.

